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ABSTRACT 

The physics and the construction of the far infrared lasers (FIR) and 
the pumping infrared (IR) lasers are reviewed. Some applications of these 
lasers in the field of hot plasma physics are discussed as the interfero-
metry, light scattering and the Faraday rotation. 

АННОТАЦИЯ 

Дается обзор по Физике и конструкции лазеров оптической накачки, работа
ющих в далекой инфракрасной области (FIR) спектра, и накачивапиих их IR-лаче-
ров. Обсуждается применение этих лазеров в исследованиях по физике плазмы вы
соких температур в таких методах диагностики плазмы, как интерферометрия, 
рассеяние света и вращение плоскости поляризации Фарадея. 

KIVONAT 
Az optikailag pumpált távoli infravörös lézerek, valamint az őket pum

páló infravörös lézerek fizikájáról és konstrukciójáról adunk összefoglalást. 
Néhány alkalmazást is ismertetünk, különös tekintettel a magas hőmérsékletű 
plazmafizikára, mégpedig az lnterferometrial, a fényszórásl és a Faraday for
gatási plazmadiagnosztikai módszereket. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

The wavelength range of the optically pumped far infrared lasers 
(OPFIRL) is from about 27 um 11] to about 8 nan [2]. The active material is 
usually vapour of molecules having permanent electric dipol moment. These 
lasers are pumped by light of other lasers working in the infrared. The most 
frequently used laser is the CO, laser pumping with lines of the 1000-00°1 
and O2°O-00°l bands or with lines of the 10°1-00°2 sequence band or with 
lines of the ll°O-01°l hot band in the 9-11 um range [3] but the N 20 laser 
is used as well. The pump laser can be pulsed or СИ. In the following we deal 
with mainly with CW OPFIRL. 

The typical laser cycle on the molecular levels can be seen in Pig. 1, 
The molecule is pumped by the pump light of frequency u.-u-, being near to or 
in resonance with the 0*1 transition. The result of this pumping is the gain 
connected to the consecutive transition to the level 2 with the frequency 
ш2**1 a r e t h e r e ^ - a x a t i o n rates of the levels. The excited state manifold 
relaxes to the ground level with the relaxation rate W non radiatively. 

This scheme is very well known as Raman or three level laser being in
vestigated frequently in the visible and infrared range of the spectrum (4,5, 
6,7]. In the case of the OPFIRL the pump transition is a vibrational-rota-
tional transition while the laser transition is a rotational transition. The 
laser transition takes place between vibrational levels in the IR optically 
pumped lasers. In the case of the three level laser working in the visible 
range the transitions are between the electronic states. Therefore all the 
three groups of lasers, working in the visible» infrared or the far Infrared 
region have their own special features which are characteristic for the group 
Consequently it is worth to investigate the groups separately. 

Furthermore the energy separation between the laser levels are smaller 
than the mean kinetic energy in case of the OPFIRL. Therefore selective ex
citation is needed to get population inversion. The selectivity of other not 
optical pumping processes which are used in the visible and the infrared is 
usually not satisfactory to get inversion in the FIR. This is why the optical 
pumping is extensively used after the invention of the OPFIRL by Chang [8] to 
put into operation new FIR lasers of different wavelengths. To demonstrate 
the speed of the development we have to mention only that the number of laser 
lines was 525 in this range in 1976 [9] while the number of laser lines of 
the methanol molecule and its lsotopic substitute alone is more than 72,1 now 
[10]. 
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The power of these lasers is comparable to that of other types of lasers 
namely to that of gas discharge la&ers - for Instance - but the assortiment of 
available wavelengths of laser lines is far sore rich in the case of OPFIRL. 

Therefore the OPFIRL-s found many areas of application namely in the 
field of plasma diagnostics of large fusion oriented devices as tokamaks, 
mirrors, pinches. But the plasma density can also be measured in case of low 
temperature plasma as well using interferometers with OPFIRL as the light 
source. 

The rich spectrum and - in some cases - large tunability of the OPFIRL 
gives the possibility to use them for spectroscopy of molecules delivering 
molecular constants of higher precision than other methods (11]. 

At the same time the OPFIRL-s are used as secondary frequency standards 
in the frequency measuring chains of the measurements of the frequency of 
visible lines because of their good frequency stability which is the con
sequence of the narrow molecular gain line in the OPFIRL [12]. 

The typical construction of the OPFIRL and its optics is given in Sec
tion 2. The spectral properties, the frequency tuning possibilities, the 
output power, the frequency stability, the frequency pulling and relaxation 
oscillation with route to chaos of the OPFIRL is treated in Section 3. The 
physical processes inf7 lencing the main features of the laser are outlined. 
Some examples for the application of the OPFIRL in the fusion plasma diag
nostics are given in Section 4. We summarize the results to give some prog
nosis for future development in Section 5. 

2. OPTICS AMD TYPICAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE OPFIRL 

The OPFIRL is composed of three parts I.e. of the pumping IR laser, of 
the beam shaping pumping optics and* of the FIR laser itself i.e. of the 
cavity and of the vacuum chamber (see Fig. 2). 

2.1 Typical construction of C0 ? pumping laser 

As we have mentlcned allready the most frequently used laser is the C0 2 

laser. The most typical construction is given in Fig. S [13]. 
The length and the inner diameter of the discharge tube are 1 m and 9 mm 

respectively. The ends of the tube containing the N1, N2 Brewster windows 
made of ZnSe are of metalIs working as electrodes of the discharge simulta
neously. Consequently the cooling is by transformator oil. The resonator is 
composed of a 150 lines/mm biased diffraction grating and of a ZnSe outcoupl-
ing mirror of 70% reflexion coefficient. The length of the resonator is 1.8m. 
The otttpv; mirror Is placed on three PZT stacks by which the fine alignment 
and the change of the resonator length can be made. The grating and the out
put mirror are held by Ol, G2 precision gimbal mounts with special attention 
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to put the surfaces of the mirrors into the plane of the crossing axos "f 
the mount. The (original metal 1) grating is cooled and temperature stabilized 
similarly as the cooling oil also. The gimbal mounts .ire on invar rods. The 
laser is on a granit table together with all the other parts (pumping op» ies, 
FIR laser) of the OPF1RL. The mixture of gases (4 torr CO-, 4 torr N 2 and 12 
torr He) is continouosly pumped through the tube. The pressure of gases is 
held constant. The current through the tube is also stabilized and it can be 
changed in the range from 10 to 50 mA. The voltage on the electrodes is IS kV. 
The discharge can be ignited with the 22 kV peak voltage power supply. 

The maximum power of the laser is about 70 W with a mirror in place of 
the grating. The power changes from line to line with grating. The naxinuim 
power on the 9P36 line is 30 W which line is usually used for pumping the 
methanol molecule. The laser can be tuned in the 9 um and lO urn bands. 

The frequency and power stability of the laser is satisfactory after the 
first warm up period. The frequency change of the laser versus time can be 
seen in Fig. 4 [13 J. 

The output power spectrum contains only one mode (ТЕМ ) according to 
the scanning Fabry Perot (FP) investigation performed (plate separation 
-800 mm and finesse -lO) after careful alignment. The tuning range of the 
laser is about ±40 MHz. 

Besides this classical construction of the C0 2 laser waveguide lasers 
are also used in pumping FlRL. The tube diameter is reduced consequently to 
2-3 mm. The length of the tube is also shortened with a simultaneous increase 
of the total gas pressure. Consequently the gain bandwidth increases 
(4,7 MHz/torr) and the laser can be tuned in a much broader frequency range 
of about 300 MHz instead of 80 MHz of the classical construction. In the 
broader frequency range the number of coincidences with the absorption lines 
of the molecules is much more and the number of FIR laser lines increases 
[15,16,17,18]. The laser is excited by dc or RF. The only problem is that 
the power of the grating tuned waveguide lasers is quite small [15] for some 
application - for instance - for plasma diagnostics. Recently larger power 
was also reported [19J in a two mirror laser by RF excitation and there is 
hope to use this more compact laser routinary in FIR laser pumping. 

2.2 Construction of the OPFIRL 

A wide variety of optics of the OPFIRL is possible depending mainly on 
the type of the resonator. Three types of resonators are worth to mention: 
the classical open (FP) resonator [20], the ring resonator and the wave guide 
cavity [21 J. 
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FP resonator No. 1 

One solution for the open FP resonator is given in l'>\j. •'•. The resonator 
is placed in a vacuum box. Ш and i.J2 are the qimhal mounts ol the» mirror?. 
Bores are drilled into the center of the mirrors Ml and M2 to IMS« the pump
ing IR radiation into the cavity and to let the generated FIR radiation 
emerge from the resonator. The material of the mirror substrate can be metal 
'aluminium, copper) or fused quarz covered by a thin layer r.f aluminium or 
gold. The window Wl is made - for instance - of Z.nSe and it is transparent 
for the IR radiation and it is opa«jue for the FIR radiation. Oppositely I he 
mirror W2 is transparent for the FIR radiation and it is opaque for Hie IR 
beam. It can be made of crvstalline quartz - for instance. It is this window 
which stops the pumpinq IR radiation getting through the outcoupling hole in 
mirror M2. 

The vapour of the molecule is pumped continously through the. vacuum 
chamber by the pump. There is no report on the importance of »he speed о Г 
pumping in the laser action but the continous pumpini is - in any СЛУ.{> - ad
vantageous if the vacuum chamber is not completely leak free. The pressure 
controlled by valves is measured by the gauge. 

The mode structure of the laser is the usual one with the welI-kn >wn 
resonances, cross-field distributions and losses» |20|. The resonance fre
quency of the cavity is controlled by the distance between I he mirrors-. 
Therefore the output mirror is mounted on a sledge (SI. in ?'<•'<;. . : ) . Fine move
ment and regulation 14 needed because the gain bandwidth is usually far nar
rower than the free spectral range of the cavity. The laser ceases to gener
ate except if the mirror distance is in the required part of the free spec
tral range. 

Some drawbacks of this configuration have to be mentioned: 
- The relaxation rate w (see Fi'j. 1) of the excited vibrational man iff Id 

is usually diffusion controlled (see more details in Section J). The walls of 
the chamber are relatively far from the mode volume of the cavity. Therefore 
the relaxation rate is low and the vibrational bottleneck stops the genera
tion at a low power level. 

- The outcoupling hole (and enttance hole also) gives loss specially for 
the ТЕМ mode causing mode hopping at larger hole dimensions. The divergence 
of the FIR radiation is also enlarged because of the diffraction at the hole 
edge. 

- The resonator of the OPFIR1. is simultaneously resonator for the TR 
pumping radiation also. For the effect!vit.y of pumping also the multipass 
propagation of the pump beam is needed because of the small absorption coef
ficient of the vapour. Consequently the pumping radiation is focused into the 
entrance hole again after several roundtrips, and also propagates backwar N 
to the pumping laser. This feedback causes unwanted frequency and amplitude 
instabilities which changes with the tuning of the FIR cavity. 
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FP resonator Ho. 2 

Another construction of the open FP resonator is shown in F>'<j. в í 22 \. 
The resonator consists of a grating (G), of a mirror (M) and of an outcoupl-
ing pair of meshes (FP) forming a FP interferometer. The transmission of this 
interferometer can be changed by changing the distances between the meshes. 
The reflection coefficient (R) of the freely standing mesh is given as {23 I 

i « , 2 

b is given by the geometry of the mesh (see the insert in Fig. в) as 

b = 2X l n c Q s e c ( n _effj ( 2 ) 

9 g 
where 

aeff = * + IR "+ln ^ П > 

Using this reflectivity value the FP transmission can be calculated by the 
standard method I 24|. 

The grating acts as a mirror at the FIR wavelength because the distance 
between the lines is far smaller than the wavelength. At the same time the 
grating folds the IR pumping beam into the cavity, the beam diffracts into 
the first order. 

There is no significant back reflection of the pump beam because the 
reflectivity of the FP is small at this wavelength. Otherwise the intensity 
also is not allowed to be large at the meshes because of heating. Therefore 
this configuration can ba used only if the absorption coefficient of the gas 
is large. 

This system has the advantage that the output mirror (FP) is uniformly 
transmitting avoiding the problem of diffraction and mode hopping connected 
to the outcoupling hole. Furthermore the outcoupling coefficient is con
tinuously regulable which makes possible optimization of the coupling. 

Disadvantage is the small vibrational relaxation and the troubles with 
tuning the cavity. NameJ у the FP has to be tuned with the cavity synchron
ously contrary to the FP resonator No. 1 which does not contain wavelenqth 
dependent element. 

Ring resonator 

The ring resonator can be seen in Fig. 7 [24. The resonator consist» 
of a grating (r.R) , of и mirror (M) and of a mesh (ME), The grating works лз 
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a mirror at the FIR wavelength and it folds the IR pumping beam as in the 
case of FP resonator No. 2. The window HI stop the IR beam. The laser gener
ates a backward or forward beam which emerges from different windows. The 
backward or forward beam generation depends on the tuning state of the res
onator. Every beam has half the tuning range as the standing wave laser has. 
In the case of line center tuning an instability appears as usual [4 J. 

The advantage of this system is that there is no reflected IR beam in 
any case. 

There is no complication with the spatial hole burning appearing in the 
standing wave case. 

The heating of the mesh remains a problem and this restricts the power 
hangling capacity of the laser. 

Furthermore the main difficulty is the small relaxation rate which is 
common for all the open resonator structures. 

Waveguide resonator 

The dielectric waveguide resonator can be seen in Fig. 8 [13]. Tl is the 
waveguiding glass tube. The mirrors of the resonator Ml and M2 are held by 
the gimbal mounts Gl and G2. 

The mirror (Ml) has a small hole (0 2 mm) in the centre for the coupling 
of the focused IR radiation. The mirror (M2) is of hybrid construction which 
can be seen in Fig. 9. A capacitive mash is formed by vacuum evaporation of 
aluminium (see the insert in the figure) on a crystalline quarz substrate and 
is covered by a multilayer dielectric mirror of 100% reflectivity for the 
9-lO urn radiation. The capacitive mesh, the reflectivity of which can be cal
culated using [l]-[3] and the Babinet principle [23,261, serves as outcoupl-
ing mirror for the FIR radiation while the 100% mirror reflects the whole 
pump beam. At the same time the mirror is the vacuum window also. Hybrid 
mirrors of different construction (see Pig. 10) can be used as well with the 
drawback of the hole outcoupling as discussed before. In this construction 
the 100% dielectric mirror is overcoated by gold evaporated in vacuum except 
the central spot for the FIR radiation outcoupling. In case of correct choiee 
of the central spot diameter (i.e. of the hole diameter) the problems of mode 
hopping and diffraction can be handled with success. 

The resonator can be tuned by using the sledge and the waveguide modes 
can be tuned in turn [27]. After careful alignment the fundamental EH,, mode 
is generated. 

Special care has to be paid by putting the end of the waveguide in 
proper position to the mirror to avoid coupling losses [28]. The wavefront 
curvature has to be fitted to the mirror curvature to avoid mode transforma
tion loss during the reflection of the beam back into the guide. The choise 
of the curvature of the mirror determines the effectivity of the pumping also 
and it has to be simultaneously optimized [29]. 
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The diameter (a) of the bore of tube Tl is the subject of tradeoff be-
\2 tween the waveguide loss which is proportional to —* and the fall of the 

1 * relaxation rate which is proportional to —j . Naturally the changing mode 
volume and the optimal gas pressure also has to be taken into occount. The 
result of the experiments is that the output power of the laser almost does 
not depend on the tube diameter between some limits (see Fig. 11) [30]. Con
sequently a good choise for the tube diameter Is 15-20 mm. Fig. 21 shows the 
output power of the laser versus the guide diameter. The tube length was 
80 cm. 

The waveguide tube is cooled and temperature stabilized by water and the 
mirror mounts are fastened to invar rods. 

The reflected IR pump beam causing instability can be extinguished by 
using a quarter wave plate and a polarizer [31]. 

The output power of such a waveguide laser is in the order of hundred mW 
at the wavelength of 119 urn of the methanol molecule if it is pumped by 20 W 
power of the 9P36 line of the CO. laser and the tube length is about 1 ». 
According to the experience [32] such a waveguide laser is the most effective 
laser compared to other resonator constructions. 

If the dielectric guide is substituted by a metallic one the waveguide 
loss decreases. In such a low loss guide a very faint gain line can be put to 
läse also. But the polarisation of the radiation and the mode structure are 
mixed in the case of the metallic guide while the BR., mode of the dielectric 
guide is linearly polarized. The difference between the loss is also not so 
significant in the work of the laser in case of larger diameters [33]. 

There is a great variety of resonator optics used for OPFIRL combining 
the different coupling, outcoupllng schemes with different resonator types. 
The discussed examples give some insight into the design principles together 
with the drawbacks and advantages. 

2.3 Pumping optics 

The scheme of the pumping optics mainly depends on the resonator type 
choosen. In case of hole coupling the pump radiation has to be focused by 
lenses, mirrors or telescopes. If there is strong feedback isolation optics 
has to be used in the pumping scheme. The solution depends on the whole 
system and the environments also. Therefore we stop to discuss the pumping 
optics further. 
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3. (MTIIVI. rARAMt'TTKS AND PHYSICAL PROCESSES IM THE LASfcR A i i l V t MF.DiUM 

Ч'Ьм b a s i c f e a t u r e o f t h e l a s e r a c t i v e medium i<* g i v e n b y t h e m o d e l l .~orn 
i n r'i'j. I. The r e s u l t i n g g a i n c a n b e s u p p o s e d t u be homogeneous I у b r o a d e n e d 
and t lie o u t p u t power of t tie l a s e r i s its ven I 34 I a s 

2 ,, I, 

' , u t •" 2 l r n t ; Г ' a W * Ь ; " ' 

a c c o r d i n q tu t h u I! iq r o d ' s a n a l y s i s j 3r> Í . a and t a r e t. no 1ояг= in '• h o r e s o n a 

t o r and the: los js b e c a u s e o f t h e o u t c o u p l i n g a and h -ire the; d l.viroel.fcr m i t in 

l e n g t h o f t h e t u b e 71 i n >•''./. • >' a and p , i r e t h e n m a l l s i qua I. q a j n ;IM,| t h o 
• о síit 

saturating power density in the aetiv material The former parameters t.>. 
depend on the optics discussed in the previous Section. 

The last two ones q ami P . depend on the featur- of the к* ivr Jo sut 
material i.e. 

on the level structure (see F' ••' r,. ;; ahowinq the moire detailed lev:! 
structure of CII,f) ; 

on the (AK, A.F, Av, AM changing, V-V and diffusion) relaxation pi • • '• ••-"irr. 
where ДК, AJ, Av, ДМ are the changes in the quantum numbers к >, i tu. pi.->'•.-: ? ton 
of the ongular momentum to the .symmetry exis of the molecule}, .: fthe to! a 1 
angular momentum), v {the vibrationaJ quantum гшгчЬег) and M (the pi о je.-м i oi> 
of the angular momentum to the axis of quantization) during the tiansj» пч,; 

on the radiative processes involved in the l?ser action. 
Fiff. /,? shows part of the level, scheme of the CH,F which is interest in') 

in the laser cycle when the molecule is pumped by the 9P20 line of the со 
laser ( Q(12,2) molecular transition) 136,37 |. ЛИ the important iasei 
transitions (direct, cascade in between the excited states and refilling in 
the ground state) are shown by wavy lines.The pumping transition is marked by-
dotted line. J,K,v,M art the quantum numbers of the total angular momentum, 
that of the projection of J to the molecular main axis, the vibrational 
quantum number and the quantum number of the projection of J to the axis of 
the quantization [38]. 

The small signal gain has a spectral distribution which spectral dis
tribution i.e. the gain line depends 

- on the level populations without the fields; 
- on the pump frequency; 
- on the pump intensity; 
- on the (FIR) signal beam intensity; 
- on the relative propagation direction of the signal to the pump 
propagation direction; 

- on the relative polarization of the signal to the pump polarization; 
- on the type of the brodening (homogeneous, inhomoqeneous) of the pump 
transition; 
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- on the type of the broadening (homogeneous, inhomogeneous) of the 
laser transition; which last two broadenings are determined; 

- by the pressure of the vapour and 
- by the wavelength of the laser transition [4,5,39). 
The pressure of the vapour determines also the relaxation rate from the 

different levels and manifolds and - therefore - the saturation power too. 
The gain line and the saturation power can be calculated knowing the 

level structure, the transition matrix elements and the pressure coefficients 
of the different (R-R, V-V/R, V-T) collisional relaxation rates and the dif
fusion rate using the density matrix formalism of quantummechanics I 39,40,41 I. 

As usual - the resulting equations are too complicated to be solved in 
full generality and - therefore - there are approximations taking into ac
count the influence of only a few quantities determining only some feature of 
the OPFIRL-s. 

The most well known approximation is the rate equation description of 
the OPFIRL [34,36,42j which can give good results for all the properties of 
the OPFIRL which are related to incoherent processes, relaxations. Such pro
perties are - for instance - the output power versus pressure and pump powr.r 
functions [36]. 

The more refined details as - for instance - the gain line shape can be 
calculated only by using the density matrix formalism in case of large detun
ing of the pump, large pump intensity and large signal (FIR) intensity when 
two photon Raman process, ac Stark splittings and broadening arise deforming 
the originally Lorentzian line shape basically [40,41]. 

The spectral properties (wavelength of the laser lines, line shapes, 
laser tuning characteristics), the output power of the OPFIRL (depending on 
different parameters, optimization) and the frequency stability (frequency 
pulling relaxation oscillations, route to chaos) are discussed in the follow
ing subsections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. 

3.1 Spectral properties 

It is level structure of the molecule which basically determines the 
frequency of the FIR generation. 

Pig. 13 shows - as a further example - part of the level structure of 
the methanol molecule which is connected to the laser cycle if the molecule 
is pumped by the 9P36 line of the C0 2 laser. The X • 118 um line is one of 
the most efficient laser lines which is extensively used [43]. 
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! 1.111 I ' l l t ! . !!' I »fit? ' II i I (Ili 

To widen tlit» spectral range covered by FIR laser lines and to incieasc 
UIP flffií-Ufy iif linos in this spectral range tliere is extended activity in 
SI:M» <'Ь j TMi f''r now К1П linos nnd for now molecules with new laser linvs I 44 i . 

Tin» l,isi>'T - then fjdn be tuned from line to line by changing tJie pumpin-j 
wivl'Miqt li, t lu» type of. the molecule in the tube of the OPF1RL (l-'i.i. "' ntid 
tuning Hit' resfinator of the OI'FIRL by shifting the mirror on the nledqe (.41, 
1 n У i 11. ••') . 

inning in the rang*: near to the FIR molecular line 

The tuning properties of the laser in the range near to the molecular 
emission line are determined by the coherent gain line features. The shape 
of the (Hin.ill signal) gain line depends on t:h<? type of the broadening of t he 
.ihsorpi ion and emission lines, tlie pump intensity and detuning. 

Doppler broadened lines - weak pump 

The [''imp radiation of narrow linewidth and of detuning 

A i = w i - woi (t'' 

excites only the molecules which are shifted into resonance by Doppler effect. 
In case of standing wave pump two groups of molecules with velocity component 
tv to the beam propagation direction are excited 

v » *c -- (6) 
w0i 

Correspondingly these two proups of molecules give rise to two gain 
lines which arc centered to the molecular emission line with the frequencies 

v 2 ' " ' - a 0 2 l l t ^ '»02**2 

where 
Л 1 

2 02 « о 1 

ín ihe d ?i iiiiin.i of thip "Doppler dotiblet.t" from the molecular l i n e . 

< / ) 

(8) 
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The OFFIRI. ran be tuned to one of these lines ami along the liiwwlflHs 

of these lines which is roughly the sum of the relaxation ratos from ihr 
upper and the lower laser levels. I.p. the lines are liomn'icnrui'sly hi'Widened 
and the line width is typically some MHz. (The pressure must ant of rnlawa-

is about 20 MHz toir-1.) 
Generally there is a difference between the qai.n of lines for/ copr'ipaqat 
g ) and coiinterpro| 

y' ' ) . According to (39a) 

tion is about 20 MHz torr .) 
enerally there is a dif 

ing (g ) and counterpropagatinq beams (g ) in amplitude and width (y ,(-) ° ° 
<" . . «*» 
g7"^ "'01 

1 + —•-- C M 
0>, 

and 

Y. are the relaxation rates from the different levels (see '*i<j. /). «••-»?!• 
sequently the forward gain amplitude 1ч larger and the line is narrower than 
the backward gain amplitude and width. 

In case of the FIR lines « n ? ^ w . and the anisotropy disappears нн-
pecially for longer wavelengths. 

The cause of the anisotropy is the coherent two photon Hainan process 
which takes place simultaneously with the step by step "laser like" prober?«. 
In the case of this two photon process with equal quantum energy in the ab -
sorption and emission the Doppler effect is fully compensated and the width 
Is determined only by the initial and final level widths for the forward 
gain (see expression (9) (4). This is why the forward gain line is larger 
and narrower than the backward one. 

The gain anisotropy can be seen in Yin. H for the 70 urn line r>f the 
CH30H 145]. 

Doppler broadened lines and strong pump 

If the pump radiation is strong i.e. the Rabi frequency is greater than 
the width of the transition i.e. 

U10E1 Bio--T^Vo m ) 

the forward gain line splits and the backward gain line broadenb. (The for
ward gain line splitting is smeared at larger FIR powers.) 

Fig. If» shows the theoretical shape of the methanol A - 119 um forward 
gain line at the pressure Ъ Pa and at O, o,r>/ 2, S, lo, 20 and -1" w/cm ' pump 
power In ascedtng order 140]. 
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At very large pump intensities the Doppler broadening can be neglected 
because of the large Stark broadening. The system behaves like a system with 
homogeneously broadened lines. 

Doppler broadened pump transition and homogeneously broadened signal 

The gain line is homogeneously broadened and it is centered to the 
molecular line. The gain line amplitude depends only on the pump detuning. 
The gain line only broadens with increasing pump intensity if the splitting 
is smaller than the gain width. For larger pump intensities the system 
behaves like the system with homogeneously broadened lines. 

Homogeneously broadened lines 

The gain line is homogeneously broadened and it splits at larger pump 
intensities and detuning according to the well-known maser formula (J9a) with 
the resonance frequencies 

<*'2," = « 0 2 + \ [Д 1±(Д^+4е^ 0) 1 / 2]. (12) 

The two gain lines correspond to the "step by step" transition Д-~0 (at weak 
pump) and to the Raman like transition Д

2 ~ Д 1 ' 

Large pump detuning 

The increasing pump detuning causes the appearance of a gain line at the 
place of the molecular line (resonance) and at the frequency for which the 
detuning of the pump is the same as for the signal (Д.-Д,). This is the Raman 
gain line. The situation is picturesque shown in Fig. 16 [4] where the gain 
anisotropy is also demonstrated. The amplitude of the Raman line decreases as 
_2 
Д . The width of the line is that of the Doppler width of the pump transi
tion, we supposed Y,+Y <k.v i.e. the homogenous linewidth is smaller than the 
Doppler width (к, - Л-). 

The FIR cavity can be tuned through this line and the position of the 
line also can be continouosly tuned by tuning the pump frequency. 

Fig. 17 shows the theoretically calculated Raman gain line using the 
density matrix formalism for NH, with the pump offset of 185 MHz at the 
pressure of 50 Pa. The curves belong to the pumping intensities of 20, 100, 

2 200, 300 and 400 W/cm in ascending order [40]. 
Using the Raman gain line a large range of tuning of the OPFIRL is 

possible. The experimentally observed largest tuning range is from 250 um to 
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300 IM in CH,F. The pumping laser Is a continously tunable high pressure ТВ 
pulsed CO, laser [47]. The relativ« tuning range of this laser is larger than 
that of the well known tunable dye laser with rhodamin 6-G solution in the 
visible. 

Polarization dependence 

The gain depends on the polarisation of the signal relative to the pump 
polarisation. The total angular sowntus of the level- J., J , J 2 is usually 
high and they contain 2J.+1 magnetic sublevels. Depending on the polarisation 
of the radiation transitions take place between different M states according 
to the selection rule M*0±1 parallel. The transition rate is determined by 
the transition matrix elements which are functions of the M quantum numbers. 
Summing up all the contributions of the И sublevels the total gain can be 
calculated. It turns out to be a function of the polarisation state but this 
function is different for different aJ.-J.-J «Oil and AJ0«J -J,«0±1 transi-

1 1 О i О i 

tions and for strong pumping and for weak pumping [39]. 
The function is very complicated but there is a simple rule« the 

Chang's rules 
if the AJ.+AJ, • even, the maximum gain is for the parallel polariza

tion, 
if the AJ.+AJ- • odd, the maximum gain is for the perpendicular 

polarization [43]. 

Comparison of experimental and theoretical gain lines 

The gain line i.e. the shape of the spectral distribution of the gain 
can be explained by theory. The amplitude of the experimentally measured gain 
value is smaller by a factor 2-6 than the theoretical value [40,48]. The 
probable cause of the discrepancy is the non satisfactory precision of the 
experimentally measured spectroscopic constants of the molecules [40]. In 
this calculation only the homogeneous linewidth is taken into account as 
relaxation mechanism. Probably the increase of the populations of the excited 
•täte manifold [4] also has to be taken into account which has been made in 
the rate equation calculations [34,36] but not in the density matrix calcula
tions. 

More experimental work is needed in the field of the investigation of 
the relaxation processes of the excited vibrational manifold. 
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fv»f» p h l l t II t l |Ч|П1(> Í DIJ 

The s<:lu»nu> •>{ Hie two photon pumping i s g i v e n i n ?ig. Í " . In тлпу c a s e s 
tin; !•• i;. vt-ry b i r q - 11 s. »гипсе d e t u n i n q in t he 0*1 t r a n s i t i o n . At t h e same 
t im*.' ( b e i é i á .mother l t j vol 1' and a n o t h e r s o u r c e of r a d i a t i o n of u>! which 
c m L.ic» tuned to »wo phut on r e sonance t h a t 

E - E , 

<*>[ * t^ - — f ~ - (13) 

whore t .ind Í , иго the energies of the levels О and 1'. The two photon 
transition probability is given as 

(14) 

If the iletunitxj is no» too large the two photon pumping rate is sufficient 
for genet atiuii on t be frequency u> . The first observation of the two photon 
l.tüi.'i line wtis IM NM . Ъ lines were observed with a maximum detuning of 
'»4o rill/., 'i'he sour t-t.- of the second field was a klystron of frequency in the 
iij iillz rang<-> l 4'Í j. b.iter many more laser lines were also investigated with a 
них i mum offset of [>890 MHz [ 501. This method enlarged the number of transi
tion which can be tuned into resonance by applying the second field <aZ. 

The generalization of the method is when the second pumping beam can be 
used for tuning the Г1Н laser frequency. The principle of this method is 
given in t'írj. 10. The Raman laser transition takes place from level s Г 5,4] 
of the ammonia. The hyper Raman transition starts from level a [F,4]. The 
simultaneous laser action is demonstrated by observing the beat note of fre
quency Д = wy'tí2 between the two laser lines [51]. 

The theoretical description needs to take into account four levels and 
three fields and consequently it is very complicated [52]. 

Stark tuning 

The molecular levels »plit in static electric field depending on the M 
number. The originally degenerate level splits up into J+l levels. The energy 
shift of the levels is given in good approximation as Г 53 J 

A e = -»*Л371Т ( 1 5' 

where и i s t ho permanent d l p n l o momrnt , jf, la the f i e l d s trength of the e x 
t e r n a ) dt: l i t l r l ,-ind К. К. дгв the f!t;lrl s t r e n g t h of t he pumping and the FIR 
rr.ti.3i at ion . The t r a n s i t i o n from t ho I ml t v i rlua I M s t i t r « t ^ k e s p l a c e p a r a l l e l 

http://rr.ti.3i
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satifytnq the selection mles. У'ц. ;-.' st>ows the» splitting of »he l«-v.-ts .»n«! 
the possible transitions from the M level c»f *•»«• ̂ xrited s»-»tr* and »IK» я« »•-«•• 
tion rules for methyl alkohol like molecule«. 

The collisions do not mix up the M sublevels thoref'>ri» t ho I»•;»««» • ÍM»« 
from the individual M subtevel of Ft at« } to the state i '••» bf I teat»") 
separately. The intensity 'actor of the individual transitions «I« pnifis <>»> •', 
M, UJ, AM according to Table 1. Taking into account the split».in« of low», is 
(expression (15)) and the intensity factors the relative intensity distribu
tion of the Stark gain line can be calculated. This gain line can Ън v»-r> 
different for different molecules as can be seen Jn Fty. "I where »-.he 
ГЛЦОН A = 119 um and A - 170 um Stark gain line is given at I kV/cm field 
strength [54]. The different M components are grouped into two lin«?s the? 
separation between which is regulated by the field In case of A - 11(> um 
line. The components are resolved In the case of the \ -- 170 um If"*. The 
laser frequency can be tuned in the former case with the lin* separation in 
a broad range [55] (~60 MHz). Special advantage of this »VTf" o f luninq is 
that the laser can be frequency locked to other sources In the frequency 
measuring chain [56]. 

Table 1 

-1 

+1 

О 

M 

2 2 J -M 

2 2 (J+l) ~fT 

V I 

(Л'М)(.T'M+1) 

(.I'M) (.PM-J) 

(J'HH) D'M'i») 

Transferred Lamb dip 

The power of the laser depends on the "imp detuning in a nut usual 
manner. Approaching with the pump frequency to resonance the 1авег output 
increases but at almost resonance there is a dip in the power. This dip is 
equivalent to the dip observed in fluorescence in case of standing wave pump 
ing [4]. In this case the dip is called usually a» transferred l<amb dip, 157 1 
and can be used for the determination of the frequency of the absorption 
line. 
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3.? Output power «>» the OPriRL 

Th«' oulput power of the laser is determined by the saturation p>wi 
density. This saturation power depends critically on the relaxation ».i»<-
from the .lower laser levfil (see Fig. 1) or - better to say -• on the V-T re
laxation of the vibrational manifold. Namely the molecule may bp fast, robi.'-l 
from »he lower laser level rotationally to an other rotational level >>t tlu 
vibrational manifold but after some steps the level will be again popnl.it r<i 
because of the increasing number of molecules in the exciteJ vibrálion-i I 
manifold. The relaxation from the excited level plays a key fie in the ).!<-«•> 
cycle. The diffusion is a slow process and it does not allow to use high 
pressure and large diameter laser tube. Therefore there is extended wyrk to 
find molecules, the deexcitation of which takes place in binary collision» in 
the whole volume of the laser. But by almost all types of the molecule fiv: 
molecule has to diffuse to the wall for the deexcitation. Therefor« ti;nro i •-. 
always an optimum pressure for the maximum output power (see ["íj. "••:) This 
function can be calculated using the rate equation approximations I }:> I. 

The output power versus pump power saturates over the saturation in
tensity - this is the well - known behaviour of the absorption process. Hi" 
saturation intensity gives information or. the relaxation rate of »he InvHs. 

Some attempts have been made to increase the output power of »he 1лисг. 
In the following we review three of them. 

Buffer gases 

Some additive дазеэ are mixed to the working molecular vapour. The id"л 
is that the buffer gas molecules deexcite the lower laser state in hlnaiy 
collisions 158!. Usually the success is moderate. The largest increase v/а.ч 
observed in case of SF, I 59 | (see Fig, У.Я) at the \ = 496 um line of eil r. 

Power increase by Stark effect 

The absorption of the pump radiation can be increased by the Stark, ef
fect. Consequently the output power also Increases. Fir/, "4 shows th» in
crease of output power versus field strength in case of the 119 jim line or 
methanol I 54|. 

Namely the electric field splits the absorption line. The saturation 
intensity of the splittcd component is different front the saturation in
tensity of the degenerate level. Consequently more powpr is absorbed by t h«--
splittert levels and the output increases. This is true only if the spill tin.) 
of the laser line is moderate as In the case of the A * 119 um line of t h.< 
methanol molecule (see Fiq. ,';/). 

http://popnl.it
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Power increase by cooling 

Another fact, which also has to be taken in»o ,V-<-IHHII is lh.il Hi»» punip-
inq radiation can pump only a Fraction »it Hie №>(» ,CH!PS. M»»st of them л»»» on 
other suhlevels of the »ironinl stale wlii'h are not in interaction wil.li I lie 
pumping field. The molecules are distributed among »tie suhlevels according 
to the energy of the different, levels (Hoi t smann distribution) and the 
statistical weight of the levels. This distribution depends on the t»»m|>era-
ture. Fig. f.f> shows the population of different Л levels as a function of 
temperature [60|. According to the measurements the output follows these 
curves and an increase of 3.5 can be reached in case of CM.P at Hie tempera
ture -30 °C [61,621. 

3.3 Dispersion effects 

Together with the gain line which is proportional to the inw'iiii.iry part 
of the electric susceptibility an index of refraction change which is pro
portional to the real part of the electric susceptibility is also induced by 
the pump radiation in the laser active medium. This induced refraction index 
change has also a spectral distribution. Similarly to the <ialn line this 
spectral distribution of the index of refraction change may be named as "re
fraction index line" (RTL). 

The consequence of the RTL is that not. only the gain changes if the 
resonator is tuned but the RÍI. also. The result is that the frequency of 
generation does not coincide with the frequency of the empty cavity. The ef
fect is well-known since a long time and it is called frequency pulling. 

The RIL is calculated together with the gain line using the nondiagonal 
elements of the density matrix. Its structure is at least as complicated as 
that of the gain line which is discussed detailed for different special cases 
in Section 3.1. The spectral properties of the RIL and its results in pulling 
the OPPIRL were calculated using the density matrix formalism and they were 
measured in special cases [63,64,65,66). 

Two lorentzian lines model 

To get some insight into the main feature of the frequency pulling in 
the OPURL a simple model of two gain lines of Lorentziun shape is supposed 
|67J. The lines are separated symmetrically to the molecular FIR line (<>>o2' 
according to the pump detuning (see expression ('/)). 

The RTL connected to the individual line is described by the dispersion 
function. The offset (v* ) of the oscillation frequency from the molecular 

ose 
line (v ) is determined as the root of an equation of third ordet which is 

http://lh.il
http://wil.li
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the resonance requireuent of the cavity. The oscillation offset (v' _) 
ose 

depends on the ришр detuning (A,), on the cavity offset (v'_) fro« the 
molecular line, on the gain line width (av ) and on the cavity width (av). 

в С 
It is remarkable that there is an Intervall in the pump offset where the 
oscillation frequency depends only weakly on the pump offset if the cavity 
offset is nonzero. But besides this interval there are three possible 
oscillation frequencies. Moreover the oscillation offset does not depend on 

VQl 
the pump offset at all in this interval (íD -^-) at zero cavity offset (see 

vp2 
Fig. 26) but besides this interval two possible oscillation frequencies 
v' (3) and v' (1) have the same threshold, consequently these "split-
ose ose • -л л *-

modes" oscillate simultaneously with increasing frequency difference as the 
pump offset increases. This is what can be observed experimentally too 167, 
68]. Route to chaos 

More thoioucf) stability analisis [69] gives the same results but it gives 
the threshold for the transfer to the chaos developing out of this "relaxa
tion oscillation". Pig. 27 shows the "phase diagramm" of the OPFIRL with the 
threshold for chaos formation. A is the pump parameter normalized by the 
saturation density and 6 is the offset of FIR lines normalized by the re
laxation rate of the polarization. 

The "relaxation oscillations" and the route to chaos in the OPFIRL were 
observed experimentally too [70,71,72]. Fig. 28 shows the route to chaos in 
CH 2F 2 OPFRIL [71b]. The "beating" is a single mode beating i.e. it is sure 
that the laser is in a single mode operation {Pig. 28/a). The beat frequency 
can be changed by the resonator tuning of the OPFIRL and it is transformed 
into period doubling (Fig. 28/b). This route to chaos is that of the period 
doubling one while the route of intermittency type was also observed in the 
\ • 12.8 um NH. laser [72]. The observed chaos is the chaos of the homogene
ously broadened laser and therefore it is of Lorentz type [73]. The condi
tion for observing such a type of chaos is favourable in OPFIRL because the 
cavity width is usually broades than the gain line width [71a] see Fig. 26 
and [67]. 

Two photon light shift 

The pulling of the OPFIRL resonator is described by a smooth function 
of the parameters i.e. without fast variations according to the prediction 
[64,67]. Therefore the frequency stability of the laser can be expected to 
be good. Measurements also show a frequency stability as good at ~ * 10* 
[74,75] (bandwidth is about some Hz). 
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But tuning near to the molecular line a fast variation of the piillinq is 
observed 176,66,65 1. The effect is observed in the gain line splitting (Л ) 
versus pump offset (A.) function. There is the dispersionlike departure from 
the straight line around the zero crossing I 77 |. 

The effect is identified as two photon light shift. The standing light-
field excites two groups of molecules. The levels of the group being in res
onance with one of the beans are shifted by the other beam which is in reson
ance with the other group of molecules. The result is the fast dispersion J ike 
pulling effect. 

4. APPLICATION OF THE OPFIRL IN PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS 

Lasers of different wavelengths are widely used in plasma diagnostics. 
This is the most important application of the orFIRL also. In the following 
we restrict ourselves mainly to the fusion oriented high temperature plasma 
diagnostics made by using the OPFIRL. The field can be divided into two main 
topics: 

- measurement of the index of refraction of the plasma and 
- light scattering diagnostics. 
The interferőmetric measurement of the index of refraction change causpd 

by the plasma gives the plasma density. 
The measurement of the rotation of the polarization (Faraday rot.it ion) 

which is proportional to the difference between the index of refraction for 
two counter rotating circularly polarized waves gives the magnetic field 
- consequently - the current which flows in the plasma. 

The light scattering of the PIR radiation taking place on plasma waves 
gives information on the plasma wave amplitude versus the propagation vector 
and the frequency. These waves influence the electromagnetic wave - plasma 
interaction process i.e. the heating of the plasma by RF field. Furthermore 
the heat conduction process is also influenced by the plasma waves giving 
rise to anomalous cooling of the plasma. 

4.1 Plasma interferőmetry by OPFIRL 

Among the many types of interferometers the hrterodyn interferometer is 
probably the winner in the high temperature plasma interferometry. The scheme 
of tne interferometer can be seen in Fig. no. The phase shift caused by the 
plasma is transposed to internal frequency (IF) (At») range beating the two 
light waves of frequency w_, «, + Ди> together. The fractional phaseshift is 

http://rot.it
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В 
U » ^ = 4.49.Ю"14 j N(s)ds и.«) 

А 

where K(s) is the plasma density. Дт and т is measured electronically as it 
is shown in Fig. 30 and the data collected in the output registers are 
aquisited by an intelligent CAMAC system [13]. There is measurement in every 
beat period. The beat frequency Дш is usually in the MHz region but it can be 
increcsed because the tuning range of the OPFIRL is much wider. 

The frequency of the OPFIRL i.e. its wavelength can easily be fitted to 
the density to be measured. Namely there is large refraction of the laser 
beam on the density gradient of the plasma in case of choosing a too Ътч-
wavelength and the influence of vibration of the interferometer parts iu 
creases at small wavelengths [78]. The ciioise of wavelength is n.>t a problem 
in case of the OPFIRL. Table 2. shows the candidate of laser lines with the 
pumping lines, pumping offset and the available powers [79]. 

Table 2. probably does not contain all the lines with an output power 
over 10 mW because of the fast development in the field, in any case Table 2. 
gives some possibility to choose. 

The heterodyn Mach-Zehnder interferometer is not the only possible 
choise. Some investigations show that the Michelson interferometer with 
rooftop reflectors gives better result at least but not last-becaiif-' . .i i».s 
doubled signal' [13,80]. 

The vibration gets to be a serious problem in case of a Ьнде maschine. 
Therefore the Interferometer is doubled. One heterodyn interferometer WIM, 
visible light source measures the vibration and a second iiiiprferomptpr win. 
the same interferometer elements with the same light pa Mi but with K:R 
source measures the vibration and the plasma together. Substract ing tin-
first result from the last one gives the wanted plasma signal, conspour-r,!>y 
the density. 

3.2 Faraday rotation measurement 

In toroidal plasma devices as in tokamaks the current distrfbutton is 
an important parameter. The polarization of the light ray which lr« p. .lari.z«d 
parallel to the toroidal magnetic field and propagates perpendtcul.--»r to it 
(ordinary ray) is rotated because of the poloidal maqrietic field. This ПеН! 
is in the same direction as the beam propagation direction enclosing the 
current line. The rotation angle of the polarization of the beam is 

I) 
F » 2,6.l0~'7 >/ f n B„ d! 

' J e II 
Л 

(17) 



?1 

ТлЫе 2 

FIR 
(»in») Species Pump line Pump offset 

MHz 
FIR 
(»in») 

Output powrr 
(roW) 

1 4 N H 3 10 P 13 43 81 40 

1 5 н н 3 10 P 18 153 153 J80 

1 2 C H 3 F 9 P 20 - 44 496 lO 

1 3 C H 3 P 9 P 32 24 1222 lo 
12 CD 3F 9 P 16 206 25 

1 2 C H 3 I 10 P 18 50 447 40 

HCOOH 9 R 20 433 ЗГ» 

9 R 22 419 30 

9 R 18 394 SO 

C H 2 F 2 9 R 34 288 10 

9 R 32 184 1 5() 

9 R 20 118 70 

9 R 6 237 17 

9 P 10 159 

383 

15 

1 2сн 3он 9 P 36 25 119 400 

10 R 38 163 18 

9 R 10 36 97 30O 

9 P 34 38 71 1.00 

9 P 32 42 50 

9 P 16 63 571 38 

10 R 34 163 18 

9 R 18 65 22 
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where A.,1 and n are in cm and um units and В.. is measured in Gauss. If the e H 
line density is measured interferometrically the poloidal magnetic field в 
сап be unfolded. One very elegant way of how to measure the polarization 
rotation together with the line density can be seen in Fig. il 1811. The two 
oppositely circularly polarized beams of frequency ь> and w. + Ды give aitei 
mixing a beam of linearly polarized light but the polarization vector rotates 
with the angular velocity Дш. The analyser before the detector D transforms-
this rotation of polarization to an amplitude fluctuation of frequency Дш, 
which is detected by the detector D. The Faraday effect speeds up or slows 
down the rotation of the polarization and phase lead or phase lag results 
relative to the reference given by the detector R. 

The detector D measures the phase lag caused by the plasma density. This 
is the usual way for unfolding the integral in expression [17]. 

There is another method of measuring the Faraday rotation modulating the 
polarization vector using Faraday effect in microwave ferrite Í82 I. This 
method can be well adapted to allready existing interferometer chord. 

FIR scattering 

Plasma waves of different kind are excited by ohmic heating by ex
ternal heating using a RP field. The effectivity of heating depends on these 
plasma wave generating processes and the interaction is not fully understood 
yet Г 83]. Otherwise these plasma microinstabil itJes can cause excess heat 
transport which manifests itself in fast cooling of the plasma.' Therefore the 
investigation of these waves is important. 

The intensity of the scattered light is proportional to the square of 
the amplitude of the plasma wave. The frequency of the scattered light is 
shifted by the wave frequency and the wave vector (k ) of the plasma wave 
(к - -г— where A_ is the wavelength of the plasma fluctuation) is equal to P *p P 
the difference between the wavevector of the incident (k.) and the scattered 
(kB) light (k) (see Vi$. 32). The beam of the local oscillator OPVinh 2 is 
mixed to the scattered light and the IF component (w^-uíl which is shifted 
by the plasmawave frequency (<•> ) is also detected by the detector and the 
frequency analyser. The wavevector can be changed by chanqlng the angle be
tween k. diid к (к = 2k.sin %) | 84,8е» I. 

The wave vector of the plasma waves to be measured to about 5-JOO cm 
So ли the rjf»gk» it should not to be too small the wavelength of the scattered 
radiation hit» to be; the »am«? order of magnitude as the wavelength of the 
plasma f Itjirtuat Ions. Otherwise the plasma fluctuation amplitude is expected 
to be not too small because those waves are excited by an external field. 
Therefore the intensity of the Of'Flitb does not have to be too large and CW 
ort l IM, i'.in be IIKCHI. Laboratory experiment» show encouraging msulte and 
therefoie vxt>v,t Iméntit are under construction ! 8b j for tokamaks at many 
»>l .li.'I'S. 
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If the radiation of the OPFIRL scatters on thermally induced fluctua-k n 1 tions so that тг ш a > 1 (induced scattering) where к л - т— and Л is the 
Debye length the spectrum reflects the velocity distribution of ions and the 
Ion temperature can be determined. To fulfill the requirement a > 1, a long 
wavelength laser has to be used (Л. = 496 um, CH 3F). Because the amplitude of 
the thermally excited fluctuation is small the power requirement is high 
(1-10 HN) with a high spectral purity. This laser is under development al
ready for years and we are eager to see the results obtained from tokárnak 
experiments. 

5. CONCLUSION 

Many work was done in the field of the OPFIRL since the invention of the 
first OPFIRL by Chang. The result of this work is the more than lOOO laser 
lines distributed in the 27 mm to 8 mm wavelength range with relatively good 
power of the winner molecules. In spite of this remarkable success the ef-
fectivity of the most efficient molecule does not over-ride 30% of the 
theoretical Manley-Rowe limit« In many cases the laser kinetics are not fully 
understood and the circumvention of the vibrational bootleneck is not found. 
More work is needed to investigate the molecular relaxation processes, the 
spectroscopy of the molecules and to find further new molecules. The new 
nonlinear processes: two photon pumping, hyper Raman laser tuning and relax
ation phenomena need further investigations. 

The OPFIRL finds new and newer applications in plasmadiagnostics. Among 
these the scattering experiments can give new interesting information on such 
an old but not understood effect as the anomaleous transport in the high tem
perature plasma. 
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